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Open Access at CU
• Institutional repository (CU Scholar)

















• Open and unrestricted access
Details of scientific research
• Increase transparency
• Increase confidence in reported research findings
Replication
• Another research team conducts the same study





B. Pressure to publish
C. Flexibility in research
A. Publication bias
• Reluctance to publish null findings.
• Preference for flashy findings.
B. Pressure to publish
• Hiring and promotion
• Funding
• More PhDs awarded now than ever


























C. Flexibility in research
C. Flexibility in research
















• Documenting research workflow
• Encouraging attention to details when planning
• More details when reporting
• Good for replication
• Good for meta-analyses
Openness and transparency
Openness and transparency
• Organizations are endorsing
Openness and transparency
• Journals are endorsing
• 3% shared data before
• 25% shared data after
Openness and transparency
Journals are mandating
• PLoS open data policy
• Cortex: Registered Reports
Openness and transparency







TOP at the university
• Nature surveyed 1,576 researchers (2016)
Is there a replication crisis?
YES: 90%
TOP at the university
93.5%
TOP at the university
• Measures of research quality
1. Amount of research
2. Citations









Open data at CU
• Get out ahead of changing standards
• Increase confidence in our research
• Increase public trust
• Good for science!
Open data at CU
• Push-back
• “I’m not finished with the data.”
Open data at CU
• Push-back
• “My data is sensitive.”
Open data at CU
• Discipline-specific needs?
• Barriers?
• Incentives?
Open Science
Interest Group
(OSIG)
